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DIRECT LOADING OF OPAQUETYPES 
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EVOLVING XML SCHEMA, by Sam Idicula, Nipun Agar 
wal, Ravi Murthy, Eric Sedlar, and Sivasankaran Chan 
drasekar. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to database systems, and in 
particular, to techniques for directly loading data of an opaque 
type into a database. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Structured data conforms to a type definition. For example, 
a type definition for a “person' type may define distinct 
attributes such as “name.” “birthdate.” “height,” “weight.” 
and “gender. Each “instance' of a particular type comprises 
a separate value for each of the attributes defined by the 
particular type. For example, an instance of the “person' type 
might comprise values such as “Fred Brown,” “Jan. 1, 1980. 
“72 inches.” “240 pounds.” and “male. Each attribute is also 
of a type. For example, the “name' attribute might be of a 
“string type, the “birthdate' attribute might be of “date' 
type, and the “gender attribute might be of an “enumerated 
type. Structured data might comprise multiple different 
instances of the same type. 

Different approaches may be used to store structured data 
into a database. One Such approach is called “conventional 
path loading. According to conventional path loading, a 
loader application parses structured data that comprises one 
or more instances of a type. Values within the structured data 
correspond to attributes of the type. The loader application 
generates Structured Query Language (SQL) commands, 
such as INSERT commands, that, when executed by a data 
base server, cause the database server to insert the values into 
corresponding columns of a database table. Unfortunately, 
due to its heavy use of the SQL engine, conventional path 
loading often suffers in terms of performance and memory 
consumption. 

Another approach for storing structured data into a data 
base is called “direct path loading.” Through direct path load 
ing, values within structured data are stored directly into a 
database without causing the SQL engine to load each row of 
data. By consulting a control file that is associated with the 
structured data, a loader application with direct loading func 
tionality can determine the types to which instances within 
the structured data conform. If the structures of the types are 
defined to the loader application, then, based on those struc 
tures, the loader application can create an array that com 
prises elements that correspond to the types attributes. The 
loader application can populate each attribute’s correspond 
ingelement with values that correspond to that attribute. Once 
the array is populated, the loader application can convert the 
array into a data stream that conforms to the format of a 
database's data blocks. The loader application then can 
stream the data to a database server, which can write the data 
directly into one or more data blocks in the database. Direct 
path loading exhibits performance Superior to that of conven 
tional path loading. 
Some types indicated by a control file may be standard 

types that are defined to a loader application. A scalar type is 
an example of Such a standard type. The loader application 
has information about the characteristics of a scalar type, Such 
as the maximum storage size of a scalar type. With this 
information, the loader application can generate the data 
stream as described above. 

However, some types indicated by a control file might not 
be among the types that are defined to the loader application. 
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A type indicated by a control file might have a structure that 
is defined only to a program that implements that type. 
Although the type might comprise attributes that are of stan 
dard types, the control file and the loader application might 
lack any information about the number or types of Such 
attributes. 

Without such information, the loader application cannot 
generate or populate an array that comprises a separate ele 
ment for each such attribute. The loader application does not 
possess Sufficient information to map values that correspond 
to Such attributes to corresponding columns of a table in a 
relational database. Consequently, there is no effective way 
for the loader application to store instances of such a type in 
a database using the direct path loading approach. 

Types that are not defined to a loader application are called 
"opaque types' relative to the loader application, because the 
internal structure of Such types is unknown to the loader 
application. The internal structure of an opaque type, includ 
ing the number and types of attributes of the opaque type, 
often is known only to a program that implements the opaque 
type. Such a program may be external to both the loader 
application and the database server. 

It may not be practical to modify a loader application every 
time that a new opaque type is introduced, so that the new type 
is known and Supported by the loader application. Addition 
ally, the structures of some existing types may change as time 
passes. It may be impractical to modify a loader application 
every time that the structure of an existing type changes. 

At present, loader applications are unable to use the direct 
path loading approach to store instances of opaque types 
other than as large objects (LOBs). Because the direct path 
loading approach exhibits performance superior to that of the 
conventional path loading approach, a technique is needed for 
storing instances of opaque types according to the direct path 
loading approach. 
The approaches described in this section are approaches 

that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 
otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the 
approaches described in this section qualify as prior art 
merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and 
not by way of limitation, in the figures of the accompanying 
drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar 
elements and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates a system, accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention, in which 
instances of opaque types may be stored in a database accord 
ing to the direct path loading approach: 

FIG.2 is a flow diagram that illustrates a technique, accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention, for storing 
instances of an opaque type in a database according to the 
direct path loading approach; and 

FIG.3 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 
upon which an embodiment of the invention may be imple 
mented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Techniques and systems are provided for storing instances 
of opaque types according to the direct path loading 
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4 
will be apparent, however, that the present invention may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
well-known structures and devices are shown in block dia 
gram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the 
present invention. 

Functional Overview 

It is desirable to store instances of opaque types in a data 
base according to the direct path loading approach. According 
to one embodiment of the present invention, a program that 
implements an opaque type (an "opaque type implementor') 
registers, with a loader application, one or more routines that 
are associated with the opaque type. The opaque type imple 
mentor, which is external to both the loader application and a 
database server that manages the database, implements the 
routines. In response to the registration, the loader application 
adds an entry to a dispatch table. The entry indicates the 
association between the opaque type and the routines. 
The loader application reads data that comprises instances 

of the opaque type. By consulting a control file that is asso 
ciated with the data, the loader application determines that the 
instances are of the opaque type. The structure of the opaque 
type, the number of attributes of the opaque type, and the 
types of those attributes are not defined to the loader applica 
tion. Therefore, the loader application locates, in the dispatch 
table, an entry that corresponds to the specified type. The 
entry indicates the association between the specified type and 
the routines that are implemented by the opaque type imple 
mentOr. 

The loader application invokes the routines. One or more of 
the routines tells the loader application the structure of (e.g., 
the number and types of attributes within) the opaque type. 
One or more of the routines creates an array for storing 
instances of the opaque type. The array comprises a separate 
element for each attribute of the opaque type. One or more of 
the routines populates the elements with values that are speci 
fied in the data. Each Such value corresponds to a separate 
attribute of the opaque type. One or more of the routines 
stores each Such value in the array. 
With the array populated, the loader application converts 

the array into a stream of data that conforms to the format of 
the database's data blocks. The loader application then sends 
the stream of data to a database server, which writes this data 
directly into one or more data blocks in the database. 

Thus, the loader application stores instances of the opaque 
type in the database according to the direct path loading 
approach. Because the direct path loading approach does not 
require the SQL engine to load each row of data, the direct 
path loading approach is faster and consumes less memory 
than the conventional path loading approach described above. 
Because opaque type implementors are external to both the 
loader application and the database server, instances of new 
opaque types can be stored in the database without modifying 
either the loader application or the database server as long as 
the opaque type implementor registers the routines. 
The code that implements the routines that are associated 

with a particular opaque type is centralized within the par 
ticular opaque type's implementor rather than being distrib 
uted among multiple separate programmatic components. 
Such centralization promotes savings in terms of time and 
money. 

Example System for Directly Loading Opaque Type 
Instances 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates a system 100 in 
which instances of opaque types may be stored in a database 
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according to the direct path loading approach, according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. System 100 comprises 
a loader application 102, a database server 104, a database 
106, and opaque type implementors 108A-N. Loader appli 
cation 102, database server 104, and opaque type implemen 
tors 108A-N are coupled communicatively to each other. 
Database server 104 is coupled communicatively to database 
106. 

Loader application 102 reads or otherwise receives data 
118 as input. Data 118 comprises instances of an opaque type. 
Data 118 also comprises an identity of the opaque type. For 
example, data 118 may be in the form of a control file. Data 
118 does not indicate the structure of the opaque type. The 
structure of the opaque type is not defined to loader applica 
tion 102. 

Based on data 118, loader application 102 determines the 
identity of the opaque type to which the instances conform. 
Loader application consults dispatch table 112 to find, within 
the dispatch table, an entry that indicates the routines regis 
tered by the opaque type implementor. Dispatch table 112 
comprises a separate entry for each of opaque type implemen 
tors 108A-108N. Each entry contains memory addresses of 
routines that are implemented by the opaque type implemen 
tor that implements the opaque type that is indicated by that 
entry. Table 1 below depicts an example of entries within a 
dispatch table. 

TABLE 1. 

EXAMPLE DISPATCH.TABLE ENTRIES 

OPAQUETYPE IDENTITY ADDRESSES OF ROUTINES 

Identity of opaque type implemented by Address of routine 110 AA 
opaque type implementor 108A : 

: 

: 

Address of routine 110AN 
: : 

: : 

: : 

Identity of opaque type implemented by Address of routine 11ONA 
opaque type implementor 108N : 

: 

: 

Address of routine 11 ONN 

The entries in dispatch table are added by loader applica 
tion 102 in response to opaque type implementors 108A-N 
registering routines 110A-110NN with the loader applica 
tion. Each opaque type implementor provides loader applica 
tion 102 with the information needed to add an entry for the 
type implemented by that opaque type implementor. For 
example, opaque type implementor 108A may load routines 
110AA-AN into locations in memory, and then specify those 
locations to loader application 102. 

In response to finding, in dispatch table 112, an entry that 
indicates the identity of the opaque type, loader application 
102 invokes the routines located at the memory addresses 
indicated by the entry. For example, if the opaque type is 
implemented by opaque type implementor 108A, then loader 
application 102 invokes routines 110AA-110AN. 
One or more of the invoked routines tells loader application 

102 the number of attributes for the opaque type. One or more 
of the invoked routines creates an array 116 in loader appli 
cation address space 114. Loader application address space 
114 comprises a segment of memory allocated for use by 
loader application 102. Array 116 comprises a separate ele 
ment for each attribute of the opaque type. 
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6 
One or more of the invoked routines populates the elements 

of array 116 with values within instances that are specified in 
data 118. Each such value corresponds to a separate attribute 
of the opaque type. Loader application 102 may pass Such 
values as parameters to one or more of the invoked routines. 
For example, for each instance specified within data 118, 
loader application 102 may pass a single block of combined 
values, which represent that instance, as a parameter to one or 
more routines. The one or more routines may parse the block 
of combined values to produce separate values that corre 
spond to the separate attributes of the opaque type. 
One or more of the invoked routines stores the values in 

corresponding elements of array 116. Each row of array 116 
stores values for a different instance specified in data 118. 
One of more the invoked routines returns, to loader applica 
tion 102, one or more pointers to one or more addresses 
within loader application address space 114 at which one or 
more populated rows of array 116 can be found. Using the one 
or more pointers, loader application can locate and read the 
populated rows of array 116. 

Based on the populated rows of array 116, loader applica 
tion 102 generates a stream of data. The stream of data con 
forms to the format of data blocks within database 106. As a 
result, the stream of data generated by loader application 102 
may be written directly to data blocks in database 106 without 
causing the SQL engine to load each row of data. Loader 
application 102 streams the data to database server 104. Data 
base server 104 writes the data received from loader applica 
tion 102 directly into one or more data blocks in database 106. 

Memory Management 

Because the amount of memory available in loader appli 
cation address space 114 is limited, array 116 might not 
comprise enough rows to store, concurrently, values of all of 
the instances that are specified in data 118. Therefore, after a 
specified number of rows of array 116 have been populated, 
loader application 102 may read the populated rows, generate 
a stream of databased on those populated rows, stream the 
data to database server 104, and then invoke one or more of 
the routines indicated by the corresponding opaque type's 
entry to free the memory that the populated rows occupy. 
Once the memory has been freed, loader application 102 may 
again invoke one or more of the routines to generate array 116 
and populate array 116 with values of additional instances for 
which a stream of data has not yet been generated. This 
process may be repeated until streams of data for all of the 
instances indicated in data 118 have been generated and 
streamed to database server 104. 

Managing Nested Opaque Types 

Memory management may be more complicated when an 
attribute of a type is an opaque type itself. For example, data 
118 might comprise instances of a non-opaque type “A” that 
comprises two attributes: an attribute “B” of a scalar type and 
an attribute “C” of an opaque type “D” that is implemented by 
opaque type implementor 108A. In turn, opaque type “D’ 
might comprise two attributes “E” and “F” both of scalar 
types. 

In this example, the structure of type 'A' is defined, at a 
high level, to loader application 102. Loader application 102 
possesses Sufficient information to generate, in loader appli 
cation address space 114, an array (array 'A') to store 
instances of type “A”. Array “A” comprises an element (ele 
ment “B”) for attribute “B” and an element (element“C”) for 
attribute “C.” 
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Loader application 102 invokes one or more routines to 
find out that opaque type "D' has two attributes, “E” and “F.” 
Loader application 102 populates rows of array “A” on a 
per-instance basis. Because attribute “B” is of a scalar type, 
loader application 102 may populate element “B” without 
invoking any external routines. Because attribute “C” is of an 
opaque type implemented by opaque type implementor 
108A, loader application 102 invokes one or more of routines 
110AA-AN for each instance of type “A.” For each instance, 
loader application 102 passes a combined value block, which 
represents the value of attribute “C” for that instance, to the 
routines. 

For each instance, the routines generate, in loader applica 
tion address space 114, elements (elements “E” and “F”) 
corresponding to attributes “E” and “F” of opaque type “D.” 
For each instance, the routines populate elements “E” and “F” 
with corresponding values of attributes “E” and “F” separated 
out from the combined value block received as a parameter. 
For each instance, the routines return, to loader application 
102, a pointer to populated elements “E” and “F”. Loader 
application 102 stores the pointer in element “C” in the 
instance's corresponding row of array “A.” 
When loader application 102 generates a data stream for 

instances of type “A” it reads values on a per-instance basis 
from the memory structures described above. For each 
instance, loader application 102 reads a value stored in ele 
ment “B,” and a pointer stored in element “C.” Following the 
pointer, loader application 102 reads a value stored in element 
“E” and a value stored in element “F.” 

Loader application 102 does not possess sufficient infor 
mation about opaque type "D' to free memory that stores 
instances of opaque type “D.” Therefore, when loader appli 
cation 102 is going to free memory that stores values for 
attribute “B,” the loader application also invokes one or more 
of routines 110AA-AN to free memory that stores the corre 
sponding values for attributes “E” and “F.” 
When loader application 102 is going to free memory that 

contains a pointer to elements “E” and “F”, the loader appli 
cation passes the pointer as a parameter to one or more of 
routines 110AA-AN. Those routines then free the memory to 
which the pointerpoints. Loader application 102 does not free 
the memory that stores the pointer until the loader application 
invokes the routines that free the memory to which the pointer 
points. 

Example Routines Implemented by an Opaque Type 
Implementor 

Loader application 102 may invoke different routines to 
perform different functions relative to an opaque type. For 
example, each of routines 110AA-AN may perform a differ 
ent function relative to an opaque type implemented by 
opaque type implementor 108. Such functions may include: 

Allocating and initializing a general context block; 
Indicating a type of a database table in which instances of 

the opaque type are to be stored; 
Indicating the number of columns in a database table in 
which instances of the opaque type are to be stored; 

Indicating types of columns in a database table in which 
instances of the opaque type are to be stored; 

Initializing a context for a database table in which instances 
of the opaque type are to be stored; 

Allocating memory, in loader application address space 
114, for one or more arrays to store values of instances of 
the opaque type; 

Parsing combined value blocks and storing separated val 
ues into separate elements of one or more arrays; 
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8 
Freeing memory that stores values of an instance of an 

opaque type; 
Flushing existing populated memory structures to persis 

tent storage; 
Completing the direct path loading and freeing all memory 

that was allocated to perform the direct path loading; and 
Aborting the direct path loading and freeing all memory 

that was allocated to perform the direct path loading. 
Different routines may accept different parameters and 

return different results. Loader application 102 may invoke 
one or more of routines 110AA-110AN sequentially in an 
order designed to achieve the ultimate goal of storing 
instances of the opaque type in database 106 according to the 
direct path loading approach. 

Error Management 

Loader application 102 may specify actions to be per 
formed when an error occurs during the performance of any 
of the techniques described herein. For example, when such 
an error occurs, loader application 102 may update an error 
counter value and determine whether the error counter value 
is greater than a specified threshold. Loader application 102 
may indicate that the techniques currently being performed 
should continue, despite the errors, unless the error counter 
value is greater than the specified threshold. Loader applica 
tion 102 may indicate that the techniques currently being 
performed, and techniques that will be performed thereafter, 
should be aborted if the error counter value is greater than the 
specified threshold. 

It is desirable for routines 110AA-NN to handle errors in a 
way that is consistent with the way that loader application 102 
handles errors. Therefore, according to one embodiment, 
loader application 102 passes memory addresses of error 
handling routines, which are implemented by the loader 
application, to routines 110AA-NN. When any of routines 
110AA-NN determines that an error has occurred, that rou 
tine executes an error handling routine that is located at the 
specified memory address. Thus, if an error handling condi 
tion is satisfied during the execution of any of routines 
110AA-NN, actions connected to the satisfaction of the con 
dition will be performed just as if the condition had been 
satisfied outside of the execution of such a routine. 

Example Technique for Storing Instances of an 
Opaque Type in a Database According to the Direct 

Path Loading Approach 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram that illustrates a technique 200, 
according to an embodiment of the present invention, for 
storing instances of an opaque type in a database according to 
the direct path loading approach. 

In block 202, an opaque type implementor registers, with a 
loader application, routines that are implemented by the 
opaque type implementor. For example, opaque type imple 
mentor 108A may register routines 110AA-AN with loader 
application 102. 

In block 204, the loader application adds, to a dispatch 
table, an entry that indicates an association between the rou 
tines and an opaque type that the opaque type implementor 
implements. For example, loader application 102 may add, to 
dispatch table 112, an entry that indicates an association 
between routines 110AA-AN and the opaque type imple 
mented by opaque type implementor 108A. 

In block 206, the loader application receives data of an 
opaque type. For example, loader application 102 may read 
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data 118, which may comprise a control file that indicates 
values of instances of the opaque type and the identity of the 
opaque type. 

In block 208, the loader application determines, from the 
dispatch table, which routines are associated with the opaque 
type. For example, loader application 102 may determine, 
from dispatch table 112, that the opaque type is associated 
with routines 110AA-AN. 

In block 210, the loader application invokes the routines. 
For example, loader application 102 may invoke routine 
110AA to initialize a context block. Loader application 102 
may invoke routine 110AB to determine a type of a database 
table that will store instances of the opaque type implemented 
by opaque type implementor 108A. Loader application 102 
may invoke routine 110AC to determine how many columns 
are in the database table. Loader application 102 may invoke 
routine 110AD to determine the types of the columns in the 
database table. In block 211, the loader application invokes 
routines to find out the structure of (e.g., the number and types 
of attributes within) the opaque type. 

In block 212, in response to its invocation, a routine of the 
opaque type implementor creates an array that comprises a 
separate element for each attribute of the opaque type. For 
example, when invoked, routine 110AE may create array 116 
in loader application address space 114. 

In block 214, in response to its invocation, a routine of the 
opaque type implementor populates the elements of the array 
with values of instances that are specified in the data. For 
example, when invoked, routine 110AF may populate the 
elements of array 116 with values of instances that are speci 
fied in data 118. 

In block 216, the loader application generates a data stream 
based on the populated rows of the array. For example, based 
on populated array 116, loader application 102 may generate 
a data stream that conforms to the format of data blocks stored 
in database 106. 

In block 218, the loader application streams the data to a 
database server 104. For example, loader application 102 may 
stream data to database server 104. 

In block 220, the database server writes the data directly 
into one or more data blocks in the database. For example, 
database server 104 may write data received from loader 
application 102 directly into one or more data blocks in data 
base 106. 

Thus, instances of an opaque type may be stored in a 
database according to the direct path loading approach. As 
discussed above, the direct path loading approach is faster and 
consumes less memory than the conventional path loading 
approach. Using the techniques and systems described above, 
instances of new opaque types can be stored in a database 
without modifying either the loader application or the data 
base server. 

Hardware Overview 

FIG.3 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 
300 upon which an embodiment of the invention may be 
implemented. Computer system 300 includes a bus 302 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and a processor 304 coupled with bus 302 for pro 
cessing information. Computer system 300 also includes a 
main memory 306. Such as a random access memory (RAM) 
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 302 for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by pro 
cessor 304. Main memory 306 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 304. 
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10 
Computer system 300 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 308 or other static storage device coupled to bus 302 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
304. A storage device 310, such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 
Computer system 300 may be coupled via bus 302 to a 

display 312, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 314, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 302 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 304. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
316. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 304 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 312. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
The invention is related to the use of computer system 300 

for implementing the techniques described herein. According 
to one embodiment of the invention, those techniques are 
performed by computer system 300 in response to processor 
304 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 306. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 306 from another computer-read 
able medium, such as storage device 310. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306 
causes processor 304 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions to implement the invention. Thus, embodiments of the 
invention are not limited to any specific combination of hard 
ware circuitry and software. 
The term “computer-readable medium' as used herein 

refers to any medium that participates in providing instruc 
tions to processor 304 for execution. Such a medium may take 
many forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media, 
Volatile media, and transmission media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 310. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 306. Transmission media 
includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, includ 
ing the wires that comprise bus 302. Transmission media can 
also take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those 
generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communica 
tions. 
Common forms of computer-readable media include, for 

example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical medium, punchcards, papertape, any other physical 
medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or car 
tridge, a carrier wave as described hereinafter, or any other 
medium from which a computer can read. 

Various forms of computer readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more 
instructions to processor 304 for execution. For example, the 
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 300 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 302. Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 306, 
from which processor 304 retrieves and executes the instruc 
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tions. The instructions received by main memory 306 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before or 
after execution by processor 304. 

Computer system 300 also includes a communication 
interface 318 coupled to bus 302. Communication interface 5 
318 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link320 that is connected to a local network322. For 
example, communication interface 318 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 10 
telephone line. As another example, communication interface 
318 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless 
links may also be implemented. In any Such implementation, 
communication interface 318 sends and receives electrical, 15 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information. 
Network link 320 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link320 may provide a connection through 20 
local network 322 to a host computer 324 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)326. ISP 
326 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet 328. Local network 322 25 
and Internet 328 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link320 and 
through communication interface 318, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 300, are exemplary forms 30 
of carrier waves transporting the information. 

Computer system 300 can send messages and receive data, 
including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 320 and communication interface 318. In the Internet 
example, a server 330 might transmit a requested code for an 35 
application program through Internet 328, ISP 326, local 
network 322 and communication interface 318. 
The received code may be executed by processor 304 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 310, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, com- 40 
puter system 300 may obtain application code in the form of 
a carrier wave. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa- 45 
tion. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is the 
invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the inven 
tion, is the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 
specific form in which Such claims issue, including any Sub 
sequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth herein 50 
for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the meaning 
of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no limitation, 
element, property, feature, advantage or attribute that is not 
expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope of Such 
claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, accord- 55 
ingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
SSC. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of storing data into a database, the method 

comprising: 60 
a loader application receiving data; 
determining one or more routines that are associated with a 

type of said data, wherein said one or more routines are 
implemented by a program that is external to both said 
loader application and a database server that manages 65 
said database; 
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said program registering, with said loader application, said 

one or more routines, which are not implemented by said 
loader application; 

in response to said program registering said one or more 
routines with said loader application, said loader appli 
cation adding, to a dispatch table, an entry that indicates 
an association between said one or more routines and an 
opaque type implemented by said program; 

invoking said one or more routines; 
in response to said one or more routines being invoked, said 

program performing steps comprising: 
creating a data structure that has one or more elements 

that correspond to one or more attributes of said type; 
and 

populating said one or more elements with one or more 
values that are specified in said data, wherein said one 
or more values correspond to said one or more 
attributes; 

generating, based on said data structure, a data stream that 
conforms to a format of data blocks of said database; and 

writing said data into one or more data blocks in said 
database. 

2. A computer-readable storage medium carrying one or 
more sequences of instructions which, when executed by one 
or more processors, causes the one or more processors to 
perform the method recited in claim 1. 

3. A method of storing data into a database, the method 
comprising: 

a loader application receiving data; 
determining one or more routines that are associated with a 

type of said data, wherein said one or more routines are 
implemented by a program that is external to both said 
loader application and a database server that manages 
said database; 

invoking said one or more routines; 
in response to said one or more routines being invoked, said 

program performing steps comprising: 
creating a data structure that has one or more elements 

that correspond to one or more attributes of said type; 
and 

populating said one or more elements with one or more 
values that are specified in said data, wherein said one 
or more values correspond to said one or more 
attributes; 

generating, based on said data structure, a data stream that 
conforms to a format of data blocks of said database; and 

writing said data into one or more data blocks in said 
database; 

wherein invoking said one or more routines comprises: 
said loader application invoking at least one of said one or 
more routines to find out (a) a number of one or more 
attributes within an opaque type and (b) one or more 
types of said one or more attributes within said opaque 
type; and 

said loader application invoking at least one of said one or 
more routines to populate, with values of instances of the 
opaque type, elements of an away that is stored in a 
memory space of said loader application. 

4. A computer-readable storage medium carrying one or 
more sequences of instructions which, when executed by one 
or more processors, causes the one or more processors to 
perform the method recited in claim 3. 
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